To Eternal Memory!

For the loss of our beloved parents:

We evoke, in the Memorial Book of Jewish Częstochowa that is
no more, the names of our dear parents:
Reb Abram Abramowicz z’’l,

Izrael and Złata (née Rozenberg) Borkowski,
And their son Mojsze, our brother‐in‐law Chaim
Dawidowicz, our cousins Izaak and Gittel Moszkowicz,

and Perl (née Rechtman) z’’l;
my brothers and sisters,

and their children hy’’d,

Szmul, Cypora, Chana, and Majer Abramowicz z’’l.
Their bitterly mourning daughter and sister,
Chawa (née Abramowicz) Sztajnberger,
all in Israel

To Eternal Memory!

who were murdered with inhuman cruelty by the Nazi foes in the
Holocaust days.
Mourning bitterly,
the Borkowski family in Israel

To memory for all eternity

We evoke the memory of our beloved ones, who were murdered
by the cruel Germans in the days of the Jewish Holocaust:
my father Reb Szulim Bierzuski hy’’d,
my mother Zusza (née Haberfeld),
my sister Fela, [and] my brothers Gutek, Lewek, and

Motek hy’’d,
and the thread of their lives was severed in their prime!
Grieving bitterly for their loss,

Rina Klein and her family, Haifa

we evoke the names of
our father Majer Guterman hy’’d,
our mother Ester (née Częstochowski) z’’l (who died in 1927),
our brother Zvi‐Hersz (who died in 1941), and our aunts from
the Częstochowski family: Chaja Cukerman, Frania
Aleksandrowicz, and Jadzia Fajner, and the girls Ruth
and Erna, who were murdered by the accursed foes, may their
name be obliterated.
Weeping bitterly for the cruel deaths,

Chawa Kimel and Helena Guterman, in Israel

A memorial monument in the Memorial
Book to the Częstochowa Jews who were
annihilated,

Our great disaster must not be forgotten!

to my father Reb Nachman Herszlikowicz, who died in

my mother Szifra (née Miedzinski), my five brothers and sisters,
and my step‐brother Maurice Goldszmidt hy’’d, who fell in the
partisan war against the Nazi invaders in Lyons (France).

1924, my brother Lajb, who died in 1925, my mother Masza
(née Lewkowicz), my brother Zelig and my sister‐in‐law Jadzia,
and their children Józef, Sara, and Nachman; my brothers

Motek, Szaja, and Szlojme, [and] my sister Róża and her
husband Ruben hy’’d,
who were all murdered by the German foes, may their name and
memory be obliterated.

I reverently evoke the memory of my beloved ones, who were
cruelly put to death by the accursed Nazis:
my father Hersz‐Mendel (son of Reb Leizer) Wilinger,

I shall always preserve their sacred memory in my heart,
their son and brother,

Juda‐Majer Wilinger
Haifa

Frida Herszlikowicz
Tel‐Aviv

To Eternal Memory!

An Eternal Memorial

I immortalise the memory of dear my parents, brothers, and
sisters:
my father Reb Jakow Wajntraub,

to my father Reb Szlojme Wiślicki of blessed memory, who
died in 1933, and to my victims of Hitler’s murderers:
my mother Ruda (née Jedlinska); the wife of my youth, Laja

my mother Sara (née Gotfryd),

(née Frank), and our little daughter Chaja‐Sara; my brothers

my brothers Fiszel, Rafail, Zusman, and Menachem,

Symcha and Wolf; my sister Frajdla, her husband
Lipman Ajzner, and their children Rayzel, Szlojme, and
Rywka.

and my sisters Chana and Ester,
who were murdered by the enemies, hy’’d.
their son and brother, Zvi Wajntraub

I commemorate their names in the Memorial Book of the
destroyed Jewish Community in Częstochowa.
Izaak Wiślicki, [Kiryat] Tiv’on

